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Ball's return inspires Southampton 
Southampton 4 Liverpool 2. ALAN Ball's first home match since returning to 
Southampton as manager was marked last night with a performance, and result, 
even he had not envisaged. The reward was a rise of three places in the FA Carling 
Premiership to seventeenth, their highest of the season. The Dell, snow flurries 
notwithstanding, was delirious.  
Ahead within 30 seconds,  
2-0 up after seven minutes and four clear early in the second half, Southampton 
had threatened to inflict a defeat of humiliating proportions on Liverpool. Aided 
by the award of two debatable penalties and with Le Tissier, a hat-trick under his 
shirt, promising more, they were eventually restricted to a margin more in 
keeping with the match. The closing 20 minutes, when Liverpool scored twice, 
demonstrated that Ball still has some work to do.  
The recruitment of Ball to work in tandem with Lawrie McMenemy had been 
greeted with undisguised glee on the South Coast. McMenemy and Ball represent 
a link with the most notable moments in Southampton's past, although such was 
the contempt in which Ian Branfoot, the previous manager, was held by 
supporters that the arrival of Cannon and Ball would have found some favour.  
Winning first time out under new management, at Newcastle United, did nothing 
to dispel the optimism, and the decision to spend the best part of Pounds 1 
million on Jim Magilton, from Oxford United, and Craig Maskell, from Swindon 
Town, last week signalled Ball's determination to preserve Southampton's status.  
Magilton enjoyed a quietly effective debut against the club he served as an 
apprentice, while Maskell scored once and missed another. But it was a player 
Ball inherited, the multi-talented Le Tissier, who stole the show. Maybe now he 
will go on to give full expression to his abilities, and maybe England, as well as 
Southampton, will benefit. ``There is no limit to what he can achieve and by that I 
mean he can go all the way and represent his country,'' Ball said.  
Only 26 seconds had elapsed when Le Tissier conjured a stunning goal a right-
footed half-volley from 25 yards that flew past Grobbelaar before the goalkeeper 
could blink. Nicol might have been partly at fault in the build-up, failing to get 
enough distance in his clearing header when Monkou lobbed the ball forward, but 
Le Tissier's strike was so firm and accurate that to apportion blame seems 
frivolous.  
Maskell's goal could hardly have offered a greater contrast, a close-range header 
after Dowie had headed back Le Tissier's corner from the left, but his delight was 
no less obvious. He should have had another, too, in the 21st minute, when Le 
Tissier's finely-weighted pass put him clear of a square back four, but as 
Grobbelaar advanced he shot badly wide.  
As the snow began to fall and the playing surface, hard but true to start with, 
became increasingly treacherous, Liverpool's way back into the match was hard to 
visualise. They were enjoying as much, if not more, possession but the 
Southampton tackling was as certain as their finishing.  
Liverpool's disgust at the two penalties awarded either side of half time was 
barely disguised. Dicks seemed to have stumbled into Maskell in the first instance, 
and there appeared a similar lack of intent when Le Tissier's prod forward struck 
Wright high up on the arm from close range. Harsh or not, Le Tissier's spot kicks 
both struck firmly to Grobbelaar's left brooked no argument. He was only denied 
a fourth goal by Grobbelaar's brilliant fingertip save.  
With Redknapp's introduction giving Liverpool more spark, Southampton had to 
endure a nervous finale. Dicks's penalty, awarded for Monkou's trip on Rush, and 
Rush's late tap-in when Beasant parried Dicks's shot, gave them overdue reward. 
This, though, was Ball's and Le Tissier's night.  
SOUTHAMPTON (3-5-2): D Beasant K Monkou, F Benali S Wood, J Kenna, J 
Magilton, N Maddison, M Le Tissier, S Charlton I Dowie, C Maskell.  
LIVERPOOL (4-4-2): B Grobbelaar R Jones, M Wright, S Nicol, J Dicks S 
McManaman, R Whelan, N Clough (sub: J Redknapp, 58min), M Walters I Rush, J 
Barnes.  
Referee: P Foakes.  

 

 
Le Tissier a frozen asset for Saints 
SOUTHAMPTON went into the entertainment business last night and the biggest 
crowd of the season at a frozen Dell found the experience invigorating. Matthew 
Le Tissier completed a hat-trick with the help of two penalties as Liverpool, under 
new management, fell victims to the inspiring effect of an old management 
renewed.  
The programme described Lawrie McMenemy, back at Southampton in an official 
capacity after nine years away, as Director of Football but last night The Dell knew 
better. For the moment at least McMenemy is again a weaver of spells, with the 
faithful Alan Ball his familiar.  
Southampton were four up early in the second half. After that Liverpool 
recovered well, yet they seldom looked like escaping the consequences of more 
rickety defending combined with eccentric refereeing.  
Both of Southampton's penalties were debatable. However, there was no denying 
the overall worth of a victory that ended Liverpool's run of 10 Premiership games 
without defeat.  
Under McMenemy and Ball Southampton have won two matches out of three. 
They are now 17th, their highest position of the season so far.  
The total commitment of the habitually lackadaisical Le Tissier was reflective of 
the added enthusiasm of the Southampton team as a whole. Last night their 
success owed something to a new defensive solidity as well as the consistency 
with which Benali denied Rush opportunities to turn with the ball near goal.  
Two new signings were on parade at a combined cost of pounds 850,000. 
Magilton, sold by Oxford United with indecent haste after his goal had knocked 
Leeds out of the FA Cup last week, and Maskell, signed from Swindon, augmented 
a midfield and attack badly in need of an extra dimension.  
Even in the good times Liverpool had seldom enjoyed visits to The Dell. Last night 
found them seeking their first win there in five seasons. Within six minutes they 
appeared to be searching in vain.  
Southampton went ahead after 26 seconds. Even by McMenemy's standards of 
instant Messiahdom this was a spectacular return. Nicol headed out Monkou's lob 
forward and Le Tissier struck an unerring 25-yard shot past Grobbelaar.  
For Roy Evans, the old Boot Room boy who is now the manager at Anfield, the 
goal was a further reminder that the departure of Graeme Souness had done 
nothing to improve the solidity of the defence. Not for the first time Liverpool 
were going to sea in a sieve.  
In the sixth minute Dowie nodded Le Tissier's corner back from the far post and 
Maskell headed past Grobbelaar from close range. In the 43rd Dicks, stumbling as 
he went to challenge Maskell, fell into the Southampton striker and was a mite 
unfortunate to find a penalty given against him. Dicks said as much to the referee,  
but Le Tissier still thumped  
Southampton's third goal past Grobbelaar.  
Four minutes into the second half Le Tissier flicked the ball against the outside of 
Wright's left arm. Up went a flag and after more protests Le Tissier sent another 
assured shot past the suffering Grobbelaar.  
Once Redknapp had replaced the forlorn Clough, Southampton began to find 
themselves pulled apart at the back. After 68 minutes Dicks restored Liverpool's 
interest in the contest with yet another penalty, Monkou having fouled Rush, and 
with four minutes remaining Rush tapped in their second goal when Beasant 
failed to hold Dicks's cross-shot.  
All in all, then, an evening rich in entertainment. That was all Southampton fans 
ever wanted.  
Southampton: Beasant; Kenna, Wood, Monkou, Benali, Maddison, Magilton, 
Charlton, Dowie, Maskell, Le Tissier.  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Jones, Wright, Nicol, Dicks, McManaman, Whelan, Clough 
(Redknapp, 57min), Walters, Barnes, Rush.  
Referee: P Foakes (Clacton-on-Sea). 
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BRITISH SOCCER WEEK 
Matt hits three 
Matt Le Tissier scored a hat-trick - including the Premiership's quickest goal of the 
season after just 28 seconds - as Southampton romped to a comfortable win over 
Liverpool in front of the Dell's biggest crowd of the season.  
 
Only a late revival as snow began to cover the surface, enabled Liverpool to 
salvage some pride with two late goals.  
 
The crowd of 18,306 gave new manager Alan Ball a rousing reception before the 
start of his first match in charge at home and they had plenty to cheer about.  
 
After 28 seconds, Le Tissier blasted a superb half-volley home from fully 25-yards 
to give Bruce Grobbelaar no chance.  
 
Liverpool were still reeling when revitalised Saints struck again after six minutes. 
Once more Le Tissier was involved when his corner was headed back across goal 
by Iain Dowie and new signing Craig Maskell finished off the move with a header 
from three yards.  
 
Liverpool struggled to cope with the waves of Southampton attacks and went 
further behind in the 43rd minute.  
 
Julian Dicks tangled with Maskell and referee Peter Foakes pointed to the spot. Le 
Tissier stepped up to blast his spot-kick into the roof of the net with Grobbelaar 
going the wrong way.  
 
Liverpool's hopes of climbing to fourth place in the table were killed off 
completely in the 51st minute when they went 4-0 down.  
 
Le Tissier was haltered on another fine run by Mark Wright's challenge and, on 
advice of the linesman, referee Foakes again awarded a penalty.  
 
Grobbelaar was helpless again as Le Tissier completed his hat-trick.  
 
Liverpool's new manager Roy Evans sent on Jamie Redknapp in place of the 
ineffective Nigel Clough in the 57th minute and Liverpool's fortunes changed.  
 
Ian Rush was fouled in the area by Kenny Monkou and Julian Dicks stepped up to 
score with a spot-kick which Beasant managed to parry but was unable to keep 
out.  
 
Then Liverpool stormed back to score a second goal with four minutes remaining. 
Beasant failed to hold a long range shot from Dicks and Rush was first to react to 
the rebound. 
 

 
 


